
2016 Engelsk (teknisk tekst) 

Et oversettelsesvalg henger alltid tett sammen med vurderinger knyttet til det konkrete oversettelsesoppdraget 

(translation brief). Derfor følger her beskrivelsen av et tenkt oppdrag for oversettelse av nedenstående tekst, 

hentet fra nettstedet til National Geographic: http://education.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/tidal-

energy/ 11.03.2016. 

Translation brief: Teksten skal brukes i en presentasjon av forskjellige typer fornybar energi for 

Energi- og miljøkomiteen på Stortinget. 

Tidal energy 

Tidal energy is produced by the surge of ocean waters during the rise and fall of tides. Tidal energy is a 

renewable source of energy. 

[…] 

Barrage 

Another type of tidal energy generator uses a large dam called a barrage. With a barrage, water can spill 

over the top or through turbines in the dam because the dam is low. Barrages can be constructed across 

tidal rivers, bays, and estuaries. 

 

Turbines inside the barrage harness the power of tides the same way a river dam harnesses the power of a 

river. The barrage gates are open as the tide rises. At high tide, the barrage gates close, creating a pool, or 

tidal lagoon. The water is then released through the barrage's turbines, creating energy at a rate that can be 

controlled by engineers. 

 

The environmental impact of a barrage system can be quite significant. The land in the tidal range is 

completely disrupted. The change in water level in the tidal lagoon might harm plant and animal life. The 

salinity inside the tidal lagoon lowers, which changes the organisms that are able to live there. As with 

dams across rivers, fish are blocked into or out of the tidal lagoon. Turbines move quickly in barrages, and 

marine animals can be caught in the blades. […] 

 

A barrage is a much more expensive tidal energy generator than a single turbine. Although there are no fuel 

costs, barrages involve more construction and more machines. Unlike single turbines, barrages also require 

constant supervision to adjust power output. 

 

The tidal power plant at the Rance River estuary in Brittany, France, uses a barrage. It was built in 1966 

and is still functioning. The plant uses two sources of energy: tidal energy from the English Channel and 

river current energy from the Rance River. The barrage has led to an increased level of silt in the habitat. 

Native aquatic plants suffocate in silt, and a flatfish called plaice is now extinct in the area. Other 

organisms, such as cuttlefish, a relative of squids, now thrive in the Rance estuary. Cuttlefish prefer cloudy, 

silty ecosystems.  

 

[…] 
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